31st JULY- 1st AUGUST 2021

LAUGHTON LODGE, EAST SUSSEX

FILMS
Lost Gem: Pictures Of The Old World- Dušan Hanák (1972, 74mins)

Our guest filmmaker, Andrea Zimmerman, has chosen this year’s Lost Gem. An unquestioned masterpiece of
European documentary cinema. Dušan Hanák shows the struggle of old farmers living in poverty under a socialist
government in Czechoslovakia with an existential radicalism. Intro by Andrea Zimmerman

Here For Life- Andrea Zimmerman and Adrian Jackson (2019, 87mins)

An uncommon story told on common ground by ten Londoners. All have lives shaped by loss and love, trauma
and bravery, struggle and resistance. They grapple with a system stacked against them. They dance, steal and eat
together; agree and disagree, celebrate their differences and share their talents. Q&A w/ director + Penny Woolcock

Three Short Films Made on an iPhone- Jason Massot (2021, 12mins, 3mins, 12mins)

Aliens! Quantum Weirdness! Conspiracy! Three fictional documentaries about delusion, disinformation and despair
in an era of public oversharing. Anyone with a phone and a conspiratorial mindset can now make viral ‘content’.
Q&A w/ director + Lasse Johansson

Uppland + A Safer Place- Edward Lawrenson (2018, 30mins) (2021, 18mins)

Uppland: An architect and filmmaker from Europe visit a town in the remote highlands of Liberia, once a
thriving mining community, now decaying and desolate: a concrete ruin in the West African bush.
A Safer Place: As tourists gather on a beach in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh, a scientist explains the devastation that the
rains will bring over the summer months. Q&A w/ director + Chloe White

The Reason I Jump- Jerry Rothwell (2020, 82mins)

Based on the best-selling book by Naoki Higashida, The Reason I Jump is an immersive cinematic
exploration of neurodiversity through the experiences of nonspeaking autistic people from around the world.
Q&A w/ director + Chloe Ruthven

A Moon For My Father - Mania Akbari & Douglas White (2019, 75mins)

Mania Akbari collaborates with British sculptor Douglas White to coin a tender fusion of language, where a
meeting of cinema and sculpture investigates the processes of physical and psychological destruction and
renewal. Q&A w/ directors + Gareth Evans

Ibrahim: A Fate to Define- Lina Al Abed (2019, 75mins)

In this provocative and personal documentary, director Lina Al Abed searches for traces of her disappeared father:
a seemingly ordinary Palestinian family man who was actually a secret member of a militant splinter faction and
vanished when she was just a child. Q&A w/ Rami Nihawi (Writer/Producter) + Vanessa Bowles (Live Online)

The Earth is Blue as an Orange- Irina Tsilyk (2020, 74mins)

Single mother Anna and her four children live in the front-line war zone of Donbas, Ukraine. While the outside
world is made up of bombings and chaos, the family is managing to keep their home as a safe haven, full of life
and full of light. Q&A w/ director + Jerry Rothwell (pre-recorded)

Exterminate All the Brutes, Episodes 1 & 2- Raoul Peck (2021, 58min/episode)

Raoul Peck delivers an incisive examination of Western colonialism and the impact of white supremacist
ideology on today’s world.
Episode 1: The Disturbing Confidence of Ignorance
A look at the intertwined currents of hate and bigotry running throughout history, starting with
institutionalised racism and Nazism. Contains distressing scenes.
Episode 2: Who the F*** is Columbus
Revisiting the stories of Christopher Columbus, the Alamo and the Trail of Tears from an indigenous
perspective. Contains distressing scenes. Hosted by Gareth Evans

Salata Baladi- Nadia Kamel (2007, 105mins)

An egyptian grandmother, and her daughter (the filmmaker) joined efforts to give Mary’s grandson, Nabeel, a
glimpse into possible alternatives to an environment of global crisis: the family’s 100-year history of mixed
marriages. Q&A w/ director + Maha Taki

Taskafa: Stories of the Street- Andrea Zimmerman (2013, 66mins)

Taskafa is an artist’s essay film about memory and the most necessary forms of belonging, both to a place and to
history, through a search for the role played in the city by Istanbul’s street dogs and their relationship to its human
populations. Q&A w/ director + Lasse Johansson

ROUGH CUT: School Tapes - Chloe Ruthven

The school Tapes is a homemade archive-essay film, spanning a twenty year period in a North London community
school. The film starts in 2001, a week after the September 11 attacks, and follows four sets of children, including
Ruthven’s own. Ruthven seeks feedback to take the film to the next stage. Q&A w/ director + Penny Woolcock

ROUGH CUT: Untitled- Ross Domoney and Danny Mitchell

Domoney and Mitchell will be showing a rough cut of their latest film hoping for audience feedback to take it to
the next stage. Q&A w/ directors + John Mister

EMERGING AND SHORT FILMS
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Q&A w/ directors, Jane Hodge + Caroline Deeds

Tuesdays With James- Dieter Deswarte (2021, 24mins)

In Tuesdays with James filmmaker Dieter Deswarte explores what it means to cope with grief in a digital era.
Unfolding over six months the filmmaker documents his life as he loses a parent. In the process of moving through
a world shaped by loss, Dieter finds an unexpected companion. Meet James. He is reliable, articulate, and, above all,
loyal. He can chat whenever, wherever. He both asks and answers questions. He is also an object of artificial
intelligence.

A Loud Boom Through the Night- Shirley Snow (2020, 12mins)

Snow started with this story by thinking about superstitions and the peculiarities of the English middle class, but
soon found she was also talking about women and their mental health, the psychological space they occupied and
how it was received or understood.

The Way We Wait- JiYoon Park (2020, 11mins)
Soon after the director moves into her 22nd house, she gets a phone call that her Grandma, who lives far
away, is in a critical condition. Elsewhere, a huge apartment made of sand is being constructed as the tide
rolls in, while she belatedly tries to build a relationship with her Gran. As the camera sensitively observes
how we wait for the upcoming days, the film embraces the fragility of life, full of uncertainty.
-2Q&A w/ directors, Penny Woolcock + Caroline Deeds

Lola- Miranda Carter-Watson (2020, 20mins)

The story of a family, told from the perspective of their pet dog, Lola. As Lola dolefully observes the everyday life
of the family, a larger story quietly unfolds. A heartrending look at the end of a marriage and a time of transition,
through innocent eyes.

Trees- Rosie Morris (2020, 24mins)

At the end of Spring 2019, filmmaker Rosie Morris moves back home to care for her mother while she undergoes
Chemotherapy. In their intimate time together, they reflect on the past and in particular, on Rosie’s maternal
grandmother, who died before Rosie was born. Trees is an intimate, heartfelt exploration of
mothers and daughters, loss and hope.
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Q&A w/ directors + Gareth Evans

Everything Must Change So That Everything Can Stay The Same - George Marigold (2021,
25mins)
Towering over the New Forest national park, Fawley power station was once the main source of employment in the
area. Now decommissioned and due for demolition, planning has been granted for an ultra-modern smart town
to replace it. Shot over the first lockdown, the film explores the challenges and opportunities that this transitory
moment presents to the community that live at its base.
Terra Incognita- Alice Russell (2021, 18mins)
‘On the maps drawn by men there is an immense white area, Terra Incognita, where most women live. That country
is all yours to explore, to inhabit, to describe’. - Ursula K Le Guin.

WORKSHOPS
Clumsy Encounters- Andrea Zimmerman and Therese Henningsen

In filmmaking clumsiness, hesitation, awkwardness and not knowing is often seen as undesired or something to be
instantly overcome.This workshop will explore how it can instead be seen as an integral part of our working
process which opens up possibilities, while drawing on a range of examples from our own life experiences and
filmic encounters.

Therapeutic Workshop- Hady Kamar

Documentary-making is difficult, we suffer from burnout, confidence, ethical quagmires, colonial continuity,
financial issues… Hady Kamar, psychotherapist and artist who works with trauma will facilitate this workshop, and
will be drawing on active listening and lived experience, where participants will help each other find healthy
solutions for individual issues and circumstances.

Birthing Stories- Ali Dale, Sharon Aviva Jones and Jerry Rothwell

This session looks at what filmmakers can learn from midwives. With an open Q&A, midwives Ali Dale and Sharon
Aviva Jones will form a conversation with filmmaker Jerry Rothwell about the parallels and contrasts with
documentary making. They will explore consent, facilitation, privacy, working within institutions and navigating the
tension between process and product.

Transgenerational Trauma- Hady Kamar and Imran Sesay

Filmmaker Imran Sesay talks to psychotherapist and artist Hady Kamar about his documentary ‘Othello’, which
showcases and uncovers the various factors that contribute to the historical nature of mental health among black
men, the interchanging timelines of generational trauma, and how this resounds within British society.

Unfinished Journeys- Caroline Deeds

This workshop examines abandoned films and encourages participants to interact by sharing experiences of films
never brought to completion to try and learn what these projects teach us about ourselves and our stories.
Procrastination processes, personal setbacks, and funny hiccups can all shed a light on the raw process of our
creativity. Maybe time is what this idea needed to take a truly original and truthful turn?

Collaborations- Dylan Duffus and Penny Woolcock

Penny and Dylan have been collaborating on film projects for over ten years. Coming from opposite lines of the
tracks, they will chat about what they’ve learned from their different worlds, and show clips from their latest film,
‘Trapping’ - a funny, dark and no holds barred story about County Lines – all shot and edited during lockdown.
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